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3 of 3 review helpful A sensible review of an area prone to sensationalism By Charles Taylor This book argues that 
less rather than more government regulation be applied to the field of genetic modification It argues for example that 
the more likely limited benefits of eliminating particular genetic disorders hugely outweigh the speculative risks of 
creating dystopian societies of the sort imagined in say the film Gatt Emerging biotechnologies that manipulate human 
genetic material have drawn a chorus of objections from politicians pundits and scholars In Humanity Enhanced 
Russell Blackford eschews the heated rhetoric that surrounds genetic enhancement technologies to examine them in 
the context of liberal thought discussing the public policy issues they raise from legal and political perspectives Some 
see the possibility of genetic choice as challenging the values of This book provides a refreshing contribution to the 
debates about enhancement and offers a much needed analysis of the relationship between emerging technologies and 
liberal tolerance or the lack of it in some well rehearsed arguments This is essential rea 
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